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ABSTRACT
SHAPE FINDING OF FABRIC STRUCTURES
USING GRID METHOD
by
Armin Bischof

Fabric structures can span large distances with a very low self-weight, which makes them
very efficient for covering huge areas. They have attractive shapes and an appealing
architecture. These properties make them very popular and they are used in many
different kinds of buildings. Airports, stadiums and halls are typical examples where the
use fabric structures is often recommendable.
Fabric structures are built mainly out of fabric and cables; two structural members
that can only take tension stresses. Therefore these structural members must be
prestressed in such a way that their shape can carry all loads that might affect the
structure and maintain the tension. To find this shape is one important step of the design
process of fabric structures.
The design process of fabric structures includes three steps: shape finding, static
analysis and patterning. This thesis in concentrates on the shape finding of fabric
structures using the Grid method. Different mathematical methods and computer codes
are used to perform the shape finding of a fabric structure. These methods and codes are
compared and discussed in order to find their advantages and disadvantages. Finally there
are a few words about the nonlinear static analysis of fabric structures. One result of this
thesis is two new Java Codes to compute the shape of fabric structures using the Grid
method and Gaussian elimination. The code shapeApp.java has been written for fabric
structures with fixed boundaries and the code edgeshapeApp.java, for fabric structures
with edge cables.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO TENSILE STRUCTURES
1.1

Tensile Structures

Tensile structures can be characterized as structures that carry the loads mainly through
tensile members, which cannot take compression or bending moments. The main loadcarrying members of tensile structures transmit the applied loads to the supporting
structures by direct tensile stress without any flexure or compression. These supporting
members are foundations or structures that transmit the forces to foundations. The shear
rigidity, flexural rigidity and buckling resistance of the main load-carrying members of
the tensile structures are negligible. There are two classes of tensile structures. The first
one is the cable structures, which are comprised of uniaxially stressed members. The
second one is the fabric structures, which are comprised of biaxial stressed members.

This report deals with the fabric structures; however, most of the principles for
fabric structures are also valid for cable structures. The differences between fabric
structures and cable structures are shown in chapter one.
Tensile structures are highly susceptible to large motion due to concentrated loads
and dynamic effects. The reduced stiffness characteristics are the main reason for this
behavior. The mechanics of tensile structures works through great deflections of the
structures until it is in equilibrium. Tensile structures have therefore a highly nonlinear
static behavior, regardless of the linearity of the material behavior. The applied forces are
prestressed forces and in-service forces. Prestressed forces are those forces, which act on
the unloaded structure and create the geometry of the tensile members. They stabilize the
structure and provide stiffness for further deflections. Examples of prestressed forces are
edge loads, self-weight or pressure. In-service loads are all variable live loads, which the
structure encounters during its service life. These loads might be static and dynamic. The
principle of superposition is not allowed in the analysis of tensile structures, because of
the nonlinear behavior of tensile structures.
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1.2

Phases of the Tensile Structures

The physical behavior of a tensile structure during its lifetime can be divided in three
primary phases. Phase one is the deployment phase. This is the stage, when the tensile
members are in a state of incipient stresses after it is unfolded from its compact
configuration. Phase two is the prestressing phase. This is the stage, when the erected
tensile structure is prestressed and in its equilibrium position under the action of dead
load. The tensile structure in equilibrium has its final geometry (shape) for the load
combination without live loads in phase two. Phase three is the in-service phase. This is
the stage, when the fully prestressed system is subjected to variable live loads (dynamic
and static) during its service life.

Deployment phase
The cable and/or fabric of the tensile structure are unfolded with external forces during
the deployment phase. Inertial forces counterbalance these external forces. The structure
is stress-free during this dynamic process. The expansion of the tensile structure is highly
nonlinear and that analysis of this phase shows no unique solution.

Prestressing phase
Prestressing is the second phase in the erection of tensile structure. The structure
undergoes displacement from its initial state into a static equilibrium state. The static
equilibrium state is dictated by the prestressed forced and the geometry of the structure
members. The prestressing phase is, because of the displacement, a nonlinear problem
and has a unique solution.

Geometry
The geometry of the tensile structure must be defined to enable a stress analysis of
this structure. There are two options: The first option is to use the initial geometry and the
second option is to use the prestressed geometry of the tensile structure. The first option
causes more difficulties in stress analysis, because the prestressed geometry must be
computed first by incremental or iterative methods before the stress analysis can be
performed. However, the first option has advantage from the fabrication point of view.
The second option is much better for the stress analysis, but the initial shape of the
structure members are much more difficult to fabricate.
The Gaussian curvature G describes the geometry of the surface of the fabric structure. G
is nothing else than the inverse product of the two principle radii of the fabric structure
surface. There are three principle cases:
The center of the curvature of the two principle directions is on the
same side of the surface, if G <0. This geometry is called synclastic,
elliptic, or positive-gaussian.
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The center of the curvature of the two principle directions is on the
two opposite sides of the surface, if G > 0. This geometry is called
anticlastic, hyperbolic, saddlelike, or negative-gaussian.
One or more radius of curvature is infinite, if G = 0. This geometry is
called developable, parabolic, or zero-gaussian.
The elliptic (positive gaussian) tensile structures require external loads to keep
their prestressed position. The external loads could be dead load, pressure and so on. The
hyperbolic (negative gaussian) tensile structures don't require external loads, because the
opposing curvature provides counterstressing. The counterstressing is provided by
prestressed configurations of cables or membranes curved in the opposition to each other.
The result is the geometry of the tensile structure that is independent from external loads.
The zero-gaussian surfaces are the only tensile structure, which geometry can be obtained
from a fabricated flat surface, without straining the tensile members.
Static and kinematic
The static analysis must be nonlinear and can be performed by iterative or
incremental methods. The static problem of the prestressed phase is to find the initial
geometry and stresses of the tensile structure, which is only loaded by the dead load (no
live load). The dead loads include constant pressures and prestressing. The solution of
this static analysis is the initial and prestressed tensile structure. The strains will be small
in most cases, but there will be large relative rotations. These large displacements occur
during the prestressing phase, because of the extreme flexibility of tensile structures (no
bending resistance and small cross sections).
The two definitions of strain that can be used are engineering strain and true
strain. The true strain is a more accurate representation of the kinematics. However, the
engineering strain can be used mostly, because of the small strains that are usually
assumed. The engineering strain is the change in differential length divided by the
original length, while the true strain is the change of integrated differential length divided
by the square of the original length.

In-service phase
The in-service phase is the third phase in the behavior of tensile structures. This is the
phase, where the live static and dynamic live loads (snow load, wind load and so on)
occur during the service live of the structure. The live loads create additional stresses and
deflections in the tensile structures. The static and dynamic behavior of the tensile
structure during this phase is nonlinear and the analysis has to be performed in
consideration of this fact. The computed initial geometry and stresses at the prestressed
phase are used as the basis for the stress calculations during the in-service phase. The
mechanical behavior of tensile structures is not always statically determinate. Therefore
kinematic and constitutive equations must be considered as well during the design
analysis. Slack cables and the wrinkling of membranes should be avoided, or if
unavoidable, their extent and effect on global stability of the tensile structure must be
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predicted and restricted. Flutter and dynamic wrinkling of tensile structures especially
under dynamic loads (for example wind loads) are one important aspect in the design
analysis of tensile structures and they must be restricted.
1.3 A Few Words about Cable Nets
Cable nets are not the subjects of the thesis. However, cable nets are related with fabric
structures and these two kinds of structures have a lot in common. The static and dynamic
behavior is similar. Many principles and rules in the design of cable nets can also be used
for the design process of cable nets. Because of this fact, this section about cable nets in
included in this thesis. This section is about the properties of cable nets and shows
important points that must be considered in the design process. The goal of this section is
the draw a connection between cable nets and fabric structures. The rest of the thesis
deals with fabric structures.
The members of cable nets are cables that can only take tension stresses. These
members have small cross section and their bending and shear resistances are negligible
(is practice equal to zero). The connection between the cables is made by cable net
clamps. The connection between the edge cables and the interior cables of the cable net
are made by edge cable clamps. Forces that are parallel to the edge cable must be
transmitted via friction from the edge cable clamps to the edge cable. No other
transmission of forces between edge cable clamps and edge cable is allowed. Therefore a
certain clamp length and prestressed clamp force is required to achieve the friction that is
needed.

The most common mesh geometry for cable nets are meshes with four corners. The
meshes of these cable nets become often quadratic, if the cable net is transformed into a
plane. However, all kinds of mesh geometries are possible for cable nets. There are more
points that must be considered in order to choose the best mesh geometry for a certain
cable net. First, the requirement for the coverage between the cables must be considered.
Other points are the kinematics of the cable net, the equality of the mesh geometry and
aspects for the erection and construction phase of the cable net.
Almost all cable nets are mechanical prestressed. This means that most of them
have opposing curvature, which provides counterstressing. The Gaussian curvature of
these cable nets are G < 0 and can be described as hyperbolic, anticlastic or saddlelike.
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1.4

Fabric Structures

Fabric structures make it possible to span large areas without any columns in this area.
The main advantage of fabric structures is the very low weight of these structures. The
structure that is holding the fabric structure can also be design very thin and
economically, because of the low weight from the fabric structure. The main use of fabric
structures is where a roof must be spanned over a large area with few or no supports
between. This are typically sports stadiums, but the architects are more and more
interested in using this structure in shopping malls, harbors, airports and so on. The
reason for this development is the very interesting view of fabric structures which the
architects use for their buildings.
Air-supported structures and tension structures are the two different types of
fabric structures. Air-supported structures use a membrane, supported by air pressure, to
act as the walls and/or roof of the structure. The stability of tension structures is provided
by counterstressing of the membrane or the supporting cables. The two main curvatures
of tension structures are on the two opposing sides of the membrane surface and
prestressing of this curved membrane creates the counterstressing and the stable fabric
structure.
The support forces of air-supported structures are mainly provided by different air
pressure inside the structure in comparison with the air pressure outside the structure. The
inside of the structure is pressurized like a balloon. This pressure differential is not
greater than that of ordinary barometric fluctuations. Therefore the difference of air
pressure between inside and outside the structure is not uncomfortable for the occupants
of the structure. As stated above, air pressure is used to support and stabilize airsupported structures. The air that is under pressure exerts a uniform force in all
directions. This air-pressure is used to support the membrane. These membranes are
called hybrid membrane, if the structure includes cables. These cables are not used to
support the air-supported structure, however they are necessary to prevent uplifting and
hold the membrane down. The hybrid membrane transfers the stresses from the fabric to
the cables and the cable transfers these stresses to the support points, which take these
uplifting forces. The main advantage of air-supported structures is the considerable low
costs in comparison to with conventional structures. The lower construction and
supporting structures cost are the main reasons for the efficiency of these structures. A
huge disadvantage of air-supported structures is local deflection because of accumulated
loads at one point. These local deflections can be huge and the initial geometry of the airsupported structure might get lost.
Tension structures consists of membranes and sometimes supporting cables that
are in tension. The prestressed tension is provided by counterstressing of the membranes
and the supporting cables. Every part of the membranes and cables must be prestressed
with tension stresses, because these members can only take tension stresses and it is the
only way to provide the stability of these structures. The main disadvantage of tension
structures is that the design can only performed with the help of computer programs,
because the shape of these structures is governed by complex differential equations. The
basic types of tension structures are cable domes, mast supported, arch supported, radial
tent and saddle roof.
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1.5

Materials and Elements of Construction

Cables

The cables are usually made from high-strength steel, whose properties are given
by the AISI (American and Iron Steel Institute). The main advantage of steel is its
availability, the low cost and long life. Another possibility is to use the material Kevlar or
fiberglass, which are stronger and stiffer. The disadvantage of these materials are that
they are much more expensive and they degrade when exposed to ultraviolet light. The
cables that are used for the construction of tensile structures should have the following
important properties:
>
>
>
>

small cross sections
low weight
long fatigue life
resistance to corrosion and abrasion
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•
•

high flexibility
good stretch and rotational behavior

Cables act as axial elements. In cable materials the linear stress-strain relationship
holds only for a portion of the usable strength. The proportional relationship doesn't hold
beyond a certain elastic limit and the material behavior becomes nonlinear at this point.
Cables can show a huge plastic behavior and with large ductility. They must be
prespanned during the production process in order to prevent large plastic deformations
of the cable during the construction and in-service time.

Fabric
Different fabrics are used to build fabric structures. Today permanent fabric
structures are usually built out of entirely synthetic fabrics. The following structural
materials are available:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vinyl-coated polyester fabric or scrim
Vinyl-coated polyester scrim laminate with or without Teflon film
Vinyl-coated fiberglass fabric
Vinyl-coated Kevlar fabric
Teflon-coated fiberglass fabric
Silicon-coated fiberglass fabric

The most used fabrics for membranes are fiberglass and polyester. Fiberglass is
strong, durable and the better material, but it is expensive and deteriorates when exposed
to moisture. Polyester is less expensive but it is not as strong and degrades when exposed
to sunlight. The fabrics are coated by silicon, teflon or vinyl. The properties of fabrics are
typically within the following range:

It's not possible to produce and ship the fabrics for large structures in one piece.
Therefore there are produced in sheets and jointed together at the building site. Mostly
the standard lap joint is used to make this connection between the single fabric sheets.
The two pieces of fabric are overlapped by three inches and Teflon FEP is inserted
between them. The joint is then heat welded together. This joint is stronger that the fabric
and completely water and airtight. These fabrics have other qualities, which are important
for well-design buildings. These additional properties include low heat absorbance,
translucency and reflectivity. The low heat absorbance ensures a comfortable climate in
the building and cost the cost of air conditioning can be reduced. The translucency allows
a lot of sunlight to come through the fabric and creates a sense of outdoors inside the
building. The reflectivity reduces the artificial light that is needed, because of the
reflection of the light. It helps therefore to reduce energy costs.
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1.6

The Main Principles of the Analysis of Fabric Structures

The following section shows the main steps for the analysis and design of fabric
structures. The section 1.4.1 is a short description of why a non-linear analysis of these
structures is mandatory. The following is a presentation of the three main steps, which are
necessary for the complete analysis of fabric structures. More accurate explanation of the
analysis of these structures can be found in the later chapters.
1.6.1 The Analysis of Fabric Structures Must be Nonlinear
First Reason:
Linear Elastic Theory approximates the length change of a bar by the dot product
of the direction vector and the displacement. But in this situation, you can see from
figures la and lb, that they are perpendicular to each other therefore dot product = 0.
This would mean that the bar did not change length, which from observation is untrue. It
is therefore necessary to use nonlinear analysis.
Second Reason:
The cable in figure la can't take the load to the supports without a deflection of
the cable. The vertical part of the support forces is independent of the deflection of the
cable. But the horizontal part of the support forces is dependent from the deflection of the
cable. If the deflection of the cable is very small, the horizontal support forces will
become huge. The horizontal support force will on the other side become very small, if
we have a large deflection of the cable. Therefore it is necessary to use nonlinear
analysis, to get the right support and cable forces.
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Comment to Figure 1.8:
Cable can't carry shear-forces. Therefore the only force in the cable is an axial
force. This is the reason why the structure can't take the vertical load F, if there is
no deflection and the axis of the cable stays horizontal.
Comment to Figure 1.9:
Though the deflection (change of the cable length), the axis of the cable stays no
longer horizontal. Therefore the cable now carries horizontal and vertical force
components. The structure can carry the vertical load F, after the deflection. The
horizontal support forces are dependent from amount of the length change of the
cable, because of the vertical support forces that are fixed.
1.6.2 Shape Finding (1 st Step of the Design Analysis)

The shape of the fabric structure must be known, before the analysis of this structure can
be started. Therefore the shape must be defined, which can be done with the calculation
of many coordinates (points) of the structure. These points should be part of a grid or
something like that. The process of shape finding starts after the frame of the fabric
structure is defined. The fixed points of the frame and the equations of equilibrium are
the basis to calculate the coordinates of the other points, which define the shape of the
fabric structure.
In former times, physical models have been used for the design of fabric structure
and cable nets. It is known that these small-scale models are not accurate enough for a
good design of these structures. The computer enables us today, to calculate the
coordinates of a fabric structure (shape finding) much more accurately, which is the
foundation of a better and more exact design of these structures. A few computer-based
approaches are introduced in the following sections.
Deformed Shape

This method works through applying loads and stretch the fabric (elastic sheet) to
a deformed fabric, which is the shape that was desired. This practical process can be
calculated with every non-linear structural analysis program. The result is a shape that is
in equilibrium and fits on the frame of the fabric structure. The problem in this method is
that the deformation of the fabric can cause great stress concentrations, which are not
desired in this structure. Additionally most fabric structures cannot take large strains
without tearing.
Force Density Method

The force density method works with the fact that if ratio of the bar force to its
length (force density) in a cable net is held constant, the associate geometry of this
structure can be found by solving a system of linear equations. This method also works
with fabric structures. The equations for the solution of the problem and finding the shape
of the structure are:
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These equations show clearly that we have only linear equations, if we know the
force density Fi / Li of the particular part of the structure. As the length of the considered
part of the structure will vary during the process of shape finding, this problem is going
to become more complicated. This fact leads to nonlinear equations that must be solved
to find the shape with the force density method.
Grid Method

The grid method is a very simple way to find the shape of a fabric or cable
structure. It based on the fact, that if horizontal equilibrium is satisfied over a horizontal
plane grid, the vertical equilibrium can be used to compute the level of the structure at its
grid nodes. The shape of the structure can be found by combining the calculated
coordinates of the grid, which is now spatial.
The first step of the grid method is to find the member forces, which must be
assumed or determined so that the grid (cable net or finite element system) in the
horizontal plane is in equilibrium. These member forces and also the levels of the fixed
supports or arches must be defined or computed. Once these points are known, it is
possible to determine all the other points by using the grid method. It should be noted that
only the levels of nodes within the determined grid can be calculated with this method.
Therefore it is important to choose the right plane grid when starting the shape finding
process.
Smoothing

Smoothing can be used when a shape is given or determined. It is a method to
optimize and improve the shape of a fabric structure or cable net. A non-linear computer
program analyzes the given shape and smooth out the forces and stresses. The aim of this
process is to get a structure with almost uniform stresses.
1.6.3 Static Analysis of the Structure (2nd Step of the Design Analysis)

The static and dynamic behavior of fabric structures is nonlinear. This nonlinear behavior
must be considered in the static analysis. Therefore the static analysis must be nonlinear.
Membranes can be considered as two-dimensional spaces. However, loading occurs in a
three-dimensional world, therefore, if components of load transverse to the membrane are
to be supported, the two-dimensional membrane must be curved. The behavior of
membrane structure is therefore inherently nonlinear. Numerical methods can be used for
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the static and dynamic analysis of fabric structures. Iterative solutions, incremental
solution or a combination of iterative and incremental solutions can be used to perform
these numerical methods. The standard method for the iterative solution is Newton's
method and the standard method for the incremental solution is the Euler's method. These
two mathematical methods will be described more accurately in one of the following
chapters. The basis for the static analysis of fabric structures is a set of differential
equations that describes the equilibrium conditions of the nonlinear system of the fabric
structure. The node displacement method is used for the definition of the nonlinear
equilibrium conditions and the computation of the fabric structure. The following
equations describe the equilibrium conditions using the node displacement method.

The term KE*8 reflects the change of the member forces with the matrix N fixed,
which is simply linear elastic analysis. These equations are just derived from the relation
between the member forces (F) and the "equilibrium operator" (N), which defines the
linear elastic theory of linear structures. The term KG*8 computes the nonlinear effects of
the structure. The simple superposition of these two terms results in the solution for the
static analysis of a nonlinear static system.
The best way to perform a static analysis of a fabric structure is to model its
membranes using the finite element method. Membrane finite elements must be modeled
in order to create a basic system for the finite element analysis. This basic system of
finite elements is the foundation for the nonlinear membrane finite element equation,
which describes the equilibrium of the membrane structure. The solution of this set of
nonlinear equations is the result of the nonlinear static analysis of the fabric structure.
Effective computer programs are needed for this nonlinear static analysis.
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1.6.4 Patterning (3 rd Step of the Design Analysis)

The last step in the design of fabric structures is patterning. The basic problem of
patterning is the construction of a curved surface out of flat pieces of material.
Additionally it must be considered that the single pieces of fabric change their length
when they are prestressed. This means that, for example, a fabric must be produced "too
short" so that it will have the right length in the prestressed structure. The process of
patterning implies finding the right collection of pieces of fabric, which create together
the desired shape of the structure and to find the right area of these pieces of fabric under
consideration that the area will change in the prestressed fabric structure. Patterning is a
complex nonlinear process and is performed by computer codes.
The results of the shape finding and static analysis (steps one and two of the
design analysis) are the basis for this computation. The curved surface of the membrane
must be divided in triangles. The shape of the fabric structure is now modeled as a
collection of flat triangles and the coordinates of the edge nodes of these triangles are the
input for the patterning analysis. The next step is to select "strips" of triangles over the
structure. These strips must be selected in this way that enables an easy production of
these membranes. The strips are the single spots of membrane that are later connected
with each other in order to get the membrane for the complete fabric structure. The
principle behind this process is that strips of single flat triangles can be deformed into a
flat sheet without stretching.

CHAPTER 2
THE GRID METHOD
2.1

Principles and Properties of the Grid Method

The grid method is a very simple way to determine the shape of a fabric structure. The
basis of this method is a horizontal plane grid. This grid must cover the area of the
membrane of the fabric structure and all fixed points must match a grid node. The plane
basic grid must be prestressed with horizontal forces in such a way that the grid is in
horizontal equilibrium. No vertical forces are allowed in this stage. This prestressed plane
grid is the basis for the next steps of the grid method. The grid, which was only defined in
a 2D-system must now be transferred into a 3D-system. This can be achieved by defining
the level (3rd spacial coordinate of the grid nodes) of all fixed points of the fabric
structure on this grid. The result is a 3D-system (spacial grid) with vertical forces. These
vertical forces are not in equilibrium. The equilibrium equations can be formulated to
depend on the grid node levels. The resulting system of equilibrium equation makes it
possible to compute the grid node levels of the spatial grid (3D-system) that is in
complete (horizontal and vertical) equilibrium. The results of this analysis are 3Dcoordinates for all grid nodes, which create together the shape of the fabric structure. The
follwing list describes the single steps of the grid method:
(1) definition of a horizontal plane grid, which covers the area of the fabric
structure and all fixed point matches with one grid node
prestress
of all grid members in such a way that the grid is in
(2)
horizontal equilbrium (no vertical forces are allowed in this stage)
(3) definition of the level (vertical coordinate of the grid nodes) of all
fixed point to make the grid spatial
(4) grid is not in vertical equilibrium
(5) set up vertical equilibrium equations which depend on the vertical
coordinates of the grid nodes
(6) use the set of equilibrium equations to compute the vertical coordinates
of the grid, which is in horizontal and vertical equilibrium
combine
the computed vertical coordinates of the grid nodes with the
(7)
horizontal coordinates of the grid nodes
(8) the 3D grid nodes define together the shape of the fabric structure
2.2 Shape Finding Example for One Fabric Structure Using Grid Method

An arch supported tension structure is used for the example problem. All boundary nodes
are fixed points (supports), whose 3D-coordinates are known. Additionally the nodes of
the grid that are on the two arches are fixed nodes with known 3D-coordinates as well.
The structure is 40 feet long and 20 feet wide. The grid that is used to find the shape of
the fabric structure has 6 * 6 fields.
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The fabric structure is supported by two arches. This first arch goes through the
nodes 7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37 and 43. The second arch goes though the nodes 1, 9, 17, 25,
33, 41 and 43. These nodes are fixed points as well.
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The following sketch shows the geometry of the first arch (the geometry of the
second arch is the same):

Figure 2.2

Arch geometry of the fabric structure with fixed boundaries

The nodes of the arch are fixed and they have the following levels:

The fabric structure and the grid are in both horizontal directions symmetric. Therefore it
is enough to compute the shape of the fabric structure only at one quarter of the grid. In
this case the section between the nodes 22, 25, 46 and 43 is chosen to compute the shape
of the structure. This section is marked in the sketch of the horizontal grid.
If this quarter of the grid is investigated and the level of this nodes are computed,
all nodes coordinates of the grid are known because of the doubled symmetry of the
fabric structure.
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Linear Equation System:
The 6 node equilibrium equations create together a linear equation system with 6
equation and 6 unknown variables. This system can be solved easily and this system has a
unique solution.

CHAPTER 3
GRID METHOD FOR FABRIC STRUCTURES
WITH FIXED BOUNDARIES
3.1 Comparison of Two Different Mathematical Methods
This chapter is divided into three main sections:
•

•

•

The first one is section 3.2 (Grid method using Jacobi's method), where the shape
of the fabric structure is found using the Fortran Code HLAY.FOR. This code
uses the Jabobi's method (interative mathematical method) to perform the grid
method.
The second one is section 3.3 (Grid method using Gaussian Elimination), where
the shape of the fabric structure is found using the Java Code shapeApp.java. This
code uses the Gaussian Elimination (solving an linear equation system) to
perform the grid method.
The third one is section 3.4 (Refinement of the code shapeApp.java), where a
modified version of the Java Code shapeApp.java (section 3.2) is used. This code
uses also Gaussian Elimination (solving an linear equation system) to perform the
grid method.

The chapter 3 conludes with a grapic of the solution (shape of the computed fabric
structure) and a comparison between the 3 computer codes (HLAY.FOR, shapeApp.java
and improveshapeApp.java) in section 3.5.
The main purpose of chapter 3 is to compare the interative methods and the linear
equation systems for the shape finding analysis of fabric structure and find its advantages
and disadvantages. The start point is the already existing Fortran Code HLAY.FOR,
which was developed by the Department of Civil Engineerin at NJIT. Section 3.2
describes who this code works and the proberties of this code are investigated. There are
also explanations to the mathematical method that was used and finally there is an
example computation using the Fortran Code HLAY.FOR. A fabric structure with fixed
boundaries is used for the example computation and it is used for the comparison of the
results of the different code for the shape finding analysis in chapter 3.
The basic idea of chapter 3 is to improve the analysis for shape finding of fabric
structure and develop a more effiecient code for this computation. The interativ way of
Jabobi's method need a lot of interation steps and therefore a lot of operations until the
final result. Therefore, the code using the Jacobi's method takes a lot of compuation time
and is not very efficient. The innovative idea is to improve the efficiency of this analysis
by unsing a linear equation system. Chapter 3 shows that the Grid method can be defined
and performed by a linear equation system. Solving this linear equation system can be
done without iteration and this code needs therefore much less operations to get a result.
The code development of this code is documented and the properties of this code are
descripted in section 3.3. There are also explanations to the mathematical method that
was used in this code. The program language Java has been choosen to write this code,
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because of its much better capabilities to create 3-dimensional graphics of the shape of
the fabric structure and neat formated outputs. Experiences form the past has shown that
the Java language has the much better equipment than Fortran to perfom these tasks. The
new devoloped Java code for the Grid mehtod is called shapeApp.java. Finally the same
fabric structure with fixed boundaries (form section 3.2) is used to perform an example
computation and compare the result of this analysis with the results of the other codes.
The Java code improvedshapeApp.java in section 3.4 is a refinement of the first
developed Java code shapeApp.java. The goal of developing this additional code was to
optimize the linear equations system, reduce the equations as far as possible and get more
accurate results. The development and the proberties of the Java code are documented
and describted in section 3.4. At the end of this section there is also an example
computation of the fabric structure with fixed boundaries (from section 3.2) using the
new code improvedshape.App. The results of this example analysis (shape finding) is
used to compare the result of this code with the results of the previous example
computations. Especially to compare the result of the analysis using the two new Java
codes and find out if the refinement in the code improvedshapeApp.java have led to a
better accurancy in comparison to the result of the code shapeApp.java.
3.2 Grid Method Using Jacobi's Method (Existing Fortran Code)
This section is considering the already existing Fortran code BLAY.FOR. This code was
developed by the Department of Civil Engineering at New Jersey Institute of
Technology, which is the start point of chapter 3. This section describes the code and its
proberties. It also explans the mathematical principle (iteration using Jacobi's mehtod) on
which this code is founded and how it works. Additionally an example computation for
the shape finding of a fabric structure with fixed boundaries is perfomed in this section.
The fabric structure with fixed boundaries form chapter two (section 2.2 shapefinding
example) is also used in chapter 3. This analysis is perfomed using the existing Fortran
code BLAY.FOR. The results of this example analysis are the basis for the comparision
of the different codes and method to find the shape of fabric strucutres using the grid
method.
3.2.1 The Principles of the Jacobi's Method
Jacobi's Method is an iterative method for solving linear equation systems. It's a_ fixed
point iteration that solves the system A*x = b by the iterative equation
This iteration works very good for systems with a lots of zeros.
We divide the matrix A into the three matrices L, D and U:
•
•
•
•

All values below the diagonal of matrix A are taken into matrix L
All values above the diagonal of matrix A are taken into matrix U
All values on the diagonal of matrix A are taken into matrix D
A=L+D+U
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If we combine the matrix equations A*x = b and A = L+D+U to get the equation
(L+D+U)*x = b. We transform this equation to D*x = b —(L+ U)*x and divide the result
by D to get the following relationship:
x = D4*(b — (L+U)*x)

( Equations 3.2)

This relation can be used as iteration formula:
x(k+1) = D-1* (b (L+U)*x(k))

( Equations 3.1)

or
x(k+1) = D-1*b - D4*(L+U)*x(k)

( Equations 3.1)

Therefore T = D-1*(L+U) and c = D-1*b.
Some point about Jacobi's Method:
• The determinate of D must be non-zero
• The method does not converge, if the spectral radius of T => 2
• The method does converge very slowly, if the spectral radius of T is close to 2
)=. The convergence is linear at the rate of the largest eigenvalue

3.2.2 Fortran Code of Program HLAY.FOR
=> Fortran code of program HLAY.FOR is printed in APPENDIX A
(Reference 28: Department of Civil Engineering at NET)

3.2.3 Description of the Fortran Code HLAY.FOR
Sketch of the typical member:
■

A

V = H*
Figure 3.1 Sketch of typical member

The vertical force at node A due to typical member is V = H*(zA-zaL
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The term for the typical member j is:

The Fortran-Code puts the equilibrium on every free node in the system matrix of the
investigated structure. Every row of the matrix stays for the equilibrium of one free node.
The right hand side (b) of the system equation A*x = b is zero, because b is the resulting
vertical force. The vertical horizontal force must be zero at the free nodes, otherwise the
node would move.

We have already proved, that b (right hand side) must be zero for this system. Therefore
we can reduce the Jacobi's method in this case to the iteration equation:

Every equation (row of matrix A) describes the equilibrium conditions at one free node.
Every column of the matrix A belongs to one node of the system and its factor shows the
influence to the equilibrium at node of this row. The free node of a certain row is always
placed on the diagonal of the matrix A.
If we look back to the terms of a typical member, we realize that the term:
describes the influence of the free node of its own vertical equilibrium
describes the influence of the neighbor nodes to the vertical equilibrium at
free node
The nodes, which are not directly neighboring the free node, have no
influence to the vertical equilibrium of the free node and are set to zero
If we divide the matrix A into three parts as explained in the description of the Jacobi's
method (matrices L, U and D), we will get the following distribution:
• The component of the free node to the equilibrium of the same node ( equations
(Hi*zAj)/Li ) is placed in the matrix D
• The component of the neighboring nodes to the equilibrium of the free node
(equations (Hi*zci)/Li ) is placed in the matrix ( L + U)
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The computer program adds the components for the whole system. Every equation is set
up on the assumption that only one node is free and all other nodes are fixed. The two
sums in our Fortran-Code are:
(only for the components that are connected to the free
node)
(only for the components that are connected to the free
node)

The Code computes the level of the free node finally with the following equation:

This formula is noting else as the Jacobi's method, with the variables:

The problem at this equation is, that we have only the level of the real fixed points. We
have only assumptions for the level for all free points, that are assumed to be fix in the
calculation. If we perform more steps of this iteration, we will get better assumptions for
the level of the free points. The results converge and will become more accurate. Finally,
the results (level of the free points) won't chance anymore and we have the exact level of
this point after many iteration steps.
The method works quite good, but it takes a lot of computation time as it needs up
to 200 iteration steps. Therefore the performance is not the best. This was the main
reason, to look for another method to solve this problem without iteration. The new JavaCode, which was developed in this project, solves the linear equation system using the
method of Gaussian Elimination.
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3.2.4 Computation of One Example Problem Using Code HLAY.FOR

The fabric structure with fixed boundaries, which is used and describted in example
calculation of the grid method by hand in chapter 2.1 is used in the example computation
using the code HLAY.FOR (Fortran) as well. The usage of the same fabric structure for
all the example analysis of the grid method with different codes in chapter 2 and 3 makes
it possible to compare the different methods and the codes. Below is the input file, which
includes the geometrie and numeration of the grid that is used for the shapefinding of the
fabric structure by grid method.
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Comments:
The number of the line is the node number. The first and second columns are the x - and
the y — coordinates. The third column is the computed level of the node. The level of zero
was set up to 200 at the input-file, therefore the number in the third column subtract by
200 is the z — coordinate of this node in the fabric structure. The results are correct and
the nearly same as in the previous computation (only negligible differences). The
accuracy of the computation using the Fortran code (interative Jacobi's mehtod) is very
good. The comparison to the other codes is made in the following sections.
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3.3 Grid Method Using Gaussian Elimination (New Java Code)
This section documents the deveopement of a new java code for the computation of the
grid method for shapefinding of fabric structures. This new java program is called
shapeApp.java and it uses the Gaussian elimination to solve the linear equation system,
which defines the grid of the fabric structures. In other words, the program uses a linear
equation system and the Gaussian elimination to perform the grid method and find the
shape of the fabric structure. The program language of java has been choosen for this
task, because of it much better capability to create complex graphics and outputs. The
development of the java code shapeApp.java, the proberties of this code and the used
mathematical methods are detailed described and explained in this section. Finally the
same fabric structure with fixed boundary conditions, which has aready been used for the
example analysis in the section 2.1 and 3.1 (by hand and using Fortran code HLAY.FOR)
is used for an example computation using the new Java code shapeApp.java (performing
Grid method). The results of this new example computation are documented in this
section and they are used to check the new developed code shapeApp.java. Additionally
the results of the shape finding process using the new java code are compared with the
results of the other computations.

3.3.1 The Principles of the Gaussian Elimination
The system of linear equation is set up in matrices to perform the computation. Gaussian
Elimination can be used at the following system:

This system can be solved using back substitution, if the matrix A is triangular.
The Gaussian Elimination transforms the matrix A to a triangular matrix by eliminate
certain coefficients of the matrix. This makes it possible to solve the linear equation
system. The elimination of single matrix coefficients at the Gaussian Elimination works
by the following elementary row operation:
> Multiply a row by a constant
> Add/subtract one row form another
> Swap two rows
The following problems can arise when using Gaussian Elimination:
> Dividing by zero. There will be problems if you have a zero on the diagonal.
> Build up of errors due to small divisors leading to round-off errors.
> Ill-conditioned systems can lead to huge errors. Small chances on the right hand
side cause large chances in the results.
These problems must be considered to prevent errors when using Gaussian Elimination.
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3.3.2 Description of the Java Code shapeApp.java

Set up of the Grid:

First we need a grid. This grid can be generated automatically by the Java Code,
which saves time at the input. The only input that is needed by the program is the total
length of the grid in both directions and the fields of the grid in both direction, which are
represented in the program by following variables:
= total length of grid in x-direction
= total length of grid in y-direction
= number of fields in which is the grid divided in x-direction
= number of fields in which is the grid divided in y-direction
Chosen datatyes:

double = The length of the grid fields should be computed as accurate
as possible, therefore the data type double, which is most
exact, is used.
int =
The number of fields can only be a integer, therefore the
data type integer is used.

The code generates the grid with all node coordinates and node numbers. The
node number 2 has the coordinates ( 0, 0). The node number to has the coordinate y = 0
and a positive value for x. The node numbers are increasing in direction of the positive xaxes and y-axis. A certain row in x-direction must be first completed, before the nodes at
the next y-level will be assigned.
Input of the fixed points

The program must recognize later, which are fixed and which are free nodes of
the structure. Therefore the values for v should be nonzero for every fixed point. The
program recognize the fixed points in this case, because all free nodes have assigned the
initial value of v = 0. Therefore we add the value of 200 to every known level of a fixed
point, to make ensure that the Java-Code makes a right distinction between fixed and the
free nodes. All nodes that are on the edge of the grid are assigned as fixed points. The
Java-Code assumes the level of all edge nodes automatically to zero. The level of the
edge nodes can be overridden in the manual assignment of node levels, if it is different
from zero. Finally, we assign the level of all other fixed nodes by manual input. Don't
forget to add the value of 200 to the real levels of the fixed nodes. Finally we have an
input in which the level of all fixed nodes in nonzero and the level of all free nodes is
zero.
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Transformation of the node levels to vertical forces:
We must consider one important thing, before we set up the system matrix. All
levels of the fixed points are known, but we don't know the vertical forces. On the other
side we know that the resulting vertical force at the free nodes must be zero, but we don't
know the level of the free nodes. Let's have a quick look at the system matrix A*x = b
and investigate its the members. The left side ( A*x ) is nothing else as the vertical
equilibrium equations of all the nodes in matrix form. The matrix A contains the
horizontal distances between the nodes and the horizontal forces of the grid members
(plane geometry and equilibrium). The vector x contains the level (height) of the fixed
nodes. Finally the vector b contains the resulting vertical forces at the nodes. We need to
know the coefficients of the matrix A and vector b to solve this matrix system by
Gaussian Elimination.
> The coefficients of matrix A and vector b are known for all free points:
It is easy to set up the coefficients of matrix A for the free points, as we
know the horizontal geometry of the grid and the horizontal forces (both
are defined). The resulting vertical force of the free node must be zero,
because otherwise the node would move. Therefore the coefficient of b
must be zero for free node.
> The coefficients of vector b are not known for the fixed points:
It would be also easy to set up the coefficients of matrix A for fixed points,
but this wouldn't help us. We cannot solve this problem in this way,
because we don't know the coefficient of vector b (resulting vertical force)
for the fixed nodes.
Solution of this problem:
Every row of the system matrix belongs to one node. All rows that belong to a
free node can be set up easily, because we know all coefficients that are needed. The goal
of this computation is the get the vertical coordinates (levels) of the nodes. These are
already known for the fixed points. We don't have to compute this values, but we need
them in the system matrix to compute the level of the free nodes. Therefore we put for
every fixed node only the solution ( x = level of the fixed node ) in the corresponding row
of the system matrix. This can be made by the doing the following operations in every
row that belongs to a fixed node. Set up the diagonal coefficient of the matrix in this row
to one and the rest of the row to zero. Take the level (vertical coordinate) of the fixed
point and define it to the coefficient of vector b in this row.
> Proof of the input:
If you solve this row for x, you get the solution x = level of the fixed node.
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Set up of the System matrix A*x = b
Every row (equation) of the system matrix belongs to one node. First, we assign
all rows that belong to fixed nodes. The Code uses the if-method to recognize the fixed
nodes. If the variable vi in the row i is nonzero, the program assumes that the
corresponding node is fixed. All coefficient of the matrix A and vector b are initially
assigned to zero, but they can be overridden.
Set up of the rows that belong to fixed nodes:
•
•
•

The diagonal coefficient of matrix A ( A[i][i] ) are assigned to one
The variable v [ii ( levels of node + 100 ) is taken for the value of b [ii
All other coefficient in this row are zero and x is unknown

Set up of the rows that belong to free nodes:
•

Sketch of the typical free node and its equilibrium:
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All free nodes are like this typical (sketched) free node and have 4 neighbor
nodes. There is no other possibility, because all node at the edge of the grid are assigned
as fixed nodes

Java Code performs Gaussian Elimination

The Java Code multiplies rows by a constant and add or subtract rows from each
other in order to eliminate coefficients of the matrix A and get a triangular matrix. This
process is called Gaussian Elimination. More theoretically information about this can be
read earlier in this report (section: A short review on the method Gaussian Elimination).
The practical code and performance of this step can be followed in the below printed Java
Code.
Java Code solves the system by back substitution

The computer program uses the output of the Gaussian Elimination (triangular
matrix). It starts at this row, which has only one unknown variable in its equation. This
unknown variable can be solved easily by one multiplication. If this variable is known,
the program continues with the next row (equation with two unknown variables). This
equation can be reduced to a equation with one unknown variable, because the other
unknown variable have been computed one step earlier. As we have only one unknown
variable, the equations can be solved easily. The program continues like that, until the
complete system is solved and all values of the variables are known. The performance of
this process in the program can be followed in the below printed Java Code.
Output

The Java Code creates an output in command prompt. The created output is
printed below the Java Code.
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3.3.3 Computation of One Example Problem Using Code shapeApp.java

The fabric structure with fixed boundaries that has already been used in the example
analysis in section 2.1 and 3.1 (peforming grid method by hand and using Fortran code
HLAY.FOR) is also used for the esample problem using code shapeApp.java. There
variables of the fabric structure (grid) in this Java Code are exactly the same as in the
example problems that have been computed by hand und using the Fortran Code
(Jacobi's Method). The different codes and the result of the example analysis can be
compared very easily, because the same fabric structure is used for the computation. This
example problem has been computed using the Java Code shapeApp.java and the results
are listed below the java code. The variables of the fabric structure and the used grid are
included in the java code shapeApp.java.
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Comments and comparison with results of section 2.1 and 3.2:
The accuracy of the computation of the shape of the fabric structure using the java code
shapeApp.java (Gaussian eliminaton) is very good. The results are correct and the nearly
same as in the previous computation (performing Grid method by hand or using Fortran
code HLAY.FOR). There are only negligible differences between the result of these
compuations. This shows that the accurancy of all these three methods are around the
same. It doesn't make a difference for the accurancy, which method is choosen for the
shapefinding process of fabric structure by the Grid method. However, there are
differences in the efficiency. The Fortran code BLAY.FOR works with the Jacobi's
method and performs 200 iteration steps until it gets the final result. This leads to a huge
amount of operations. The java code shapeApp.java works with Gaussian elimination and
need therefore no iteration process. The result of this are much less operation. The java
code is therefore much more efficient as the Fortran code. The computation by hand
(section 2.2) is no longer considered in the comparison, because this option is would be
to labour intensive and nearly impossible to realize for huge systems of fabric structures.
Additionally it make not much sense to compare the amout of operations of a method
perfomed by computer and a method performed by hand.
The results of the computation are 3-D coordinates of the grid nodes (points) of
the fabric structures. The coordinates of the 3-D coordinates of the grid nodes can be
combined. The combined grid nodes represent the computed shape of the fabric structure,
which is nothing else than the 3-D shape of the defined grid.
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3.4 Refinement of the Java Code shapeApp.java
The Java Code can be optimized by avoiding the lines of the matrix, which correspond to
the fixed points. These lines contain no equations and these lines define only the level (zcoordinate) of the fixed node. Therefore it would be much more efficient to avoid this
lines. The matrix would become much smaller and would only have lines that contain
equations (lines that belongs to free nodes). As a result of this, the computer code might
has a much better performance and the results could be more accurate. The improved
Java-Code based on the first Java Code. The definition of the variables and the Gaussian
Elimination are exactly the same as in the computation before. There are only two new
(additional) sections in the Java Code shapeApp.java.
The first one kicks out the lines of the matrix that belongs to the fixed points and
contains no equations. This section computes also the constant factors, that are caused in
the other equations by this fixed nodes and set this factor in the concerning equations.
Finally, the section creates a new and smaller matrix, which contains only the lines that
correspond to the free nodes. This part is implemented by if-conditions.
The second section combines the results of the Gaussian Elimination (zcoordinates of the free nodes) and the already known z-coordinates of the fixed nodes. It
selects the corresponding the level (z-coordinate) for every node number. This must be
done because the lines of the matrix and the node number are messed up, because the
fixed node have been removed from the matrix. Therefore the computer code must sort
the node after the computation and find the right level (z-coordinate) for every grid point.
This new sort-section of the code is also implemented by if-conditions.

3.4.1 Computation of the Example Problem Using Refined Java Code
improvedshapeApp.java
The variables in the improved Java Code are the same as in the previous computation.
The same fabric structure with fixed boundaries, which has already be used in the
sections 2.2, 3.1 and 3.1 (example analysis by hand, Fortran code HLAY.FOR and java
code shapeApp.java), has also been used for the example analysis in this section (using
java code improvedshapeApp.java). The main advantage of using the exactly the same
fabric structure with fixed boundaries for all example computation in chapter 2 and
chapter 3 is, that the results of these different methods can be checked very quickly and
the comparison of these codes and methods gets a very simple task. The reuslts need not
to be transformed before a comparison. The computer code of this example problem
(improvedshapeApp.java) and the results are listed below. The variables of the fabric
structure and the used grid are included in the java code improvedshapeApp.java.

Improved java code for shape finding of fabric structure (input is in code included):
// Code: improvedshapeApp.java
// Program for shape finding of fabric structures
// improvedshapej ava
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Comments and comparison with the results of sections 2.2, 3.1 and 3.3:
The accuracy of the computation of the shape of the fabric structure using the java code
improvedshapeApp.java (a modified Gaussian eliminaton) is very good. The results are
correct and the nearly same as in the previous computation (performing Grid method by
hand, using Fortran code BLAY.FOR or java code shapeApp.java). There are only
negligible differences between the result of these compuations. This shows that the
accurancy of all these four methods are around the same. It doesn't make a difference for
the accurancy, which method is choosen for the shapefinding process of fabric structure
by the Grid method. However, there are differences in the efficiency. The comparison in
section 3.1 compares the efficiency of the computation by hand, using Fortran code
HLAY.FOR and using java code shapeApp.java. The section shows code shapeApp.java
has the best efficiency of this three methods. The other two methods are no longer
considered in this comparison. Therefore only the two java codes shapeApp.java and
improvedshapeApp.java are left for this consideration. The code improvedshapeApp.java
needs additional operations for the modifications and refinements of the original code
shapeApp.java. However, it doesn't have a better accurancy. Therefore the refinements
and modifications didn't improve the computation but it is less efficient. The java code
shapeApp.java has the best efficiency and is the most competitive method in chapter 3.
The results of the computation are 3-D coordinates of the grid nodes (points) of
the fabric structures. The coordinates of the 3-D coordinates of the grid nodes can be
combined. The combined grid nodes represent the computed shape of the fabric structure,
which is nothing else than the 3-D shape of the defined grid.
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3.5 Comparison of the Three Methods (Codes), Results and Conclusions
Result of compuations in chapter 3
The result of the the computations in chapter 3 is a 3-D Grid, which represents the shape
of the fabric structure. The shape of the fabric structure with fixed boundaries that was
computed in chapter 3 (result of the computations) are shown in the graphic below.

Figure 3.3

3-D graphic of the fabric structure with fixed boundaries

Comparision of the three different methods (codes) in chapter 3
The code shapeApp.java (from section 3.3) for shape finding of fabric structures is most
efficient method in chapter 3. It's the best method in this chapter to perform the grid
method for fabric structure with fixed boundaries. This method is additionally very stable
and accurate. The code shapeApp.java is based on a simple Gaussian elimination
algorithm to solve a linear equation system, which represents the equilibrium conditions
of the three dimensional grid of the fabric structure.
The stability and the accuracy of the code shapeApp.java (using Gaussian
elimination) is around the same as for code HLAY.FOR (using Jacobi's method) and
improvedshapeApp.java (using modified Gaussian elimination). All three methods
(codes) are very stable and compute very accurate results. However, there is a huge
difference in the efficiency of this three methods. The code shapeApp.java (section 3.3)
has a much better efficiency and shows the performance. This code (shapeApp.java)
solves a linear equation system using the simple Gaussian elimination algorithm. The
Fortran code (HLAY.FOR) uses the Jacobi's method and need many iteration steps until
it get a accurate results. This code performs up to 200 iteration steps and more until it
gets a result. Therefore this method need much more operations and can never match the
efficiency of the code shapeApp.java. The other java code (improveshapeApp.java) can
nearly match the efficiency of the java code (shapeApp.java). It has only a few more
operations, which results from the modifications and refinements of the simple Gaussian
elimination algorithm in shapeAppjava. But this modifications and refinements lead
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unfortunaltely not to a better accurancy of the result or more stability of the computation.
Therefore the modifications and refinements, which results in additional operations in the
code improvedshapeApp.java are useless. The code shapeApp.java (section 3.2) that uses
the simple Gaussian eliminaton is the best and most efficient code (in chapter 3) to
perform the grid method and find the shape of a fabric structure.

The condition number of the linear equation system (matrix) is less than 8, if the
equations 3.26 and 3.27 are correct (expressions are less than 2). The statement that the
condition number is less than 8 can be proved by the single coefficients of the typical
node equilibrium (see figure 3.1 and equation 3.20 at page 32). The small condition
number (condition number is less than 8, if the slopes of the fabric structure are less than
45°) ensures that the possible rounding errors of the computation are very small.
The linear equation system (matrix) with the smal condition number (less than 8)
is also very stable and reliable. This provides the java codes improvedshapeApp.java and
shapeApp.java very robust and reliable probertis compared with accurate results. This are
perfect features for very computer code. However, we should nor forget the there might
be problems for fabric structures with very steep slopes. The results of such structure
could even be a "ill-condition system" in very bad cases. Therefore the results of fabric
structure with very steep slopes must be checked carefully in order to realize a inaccurate
or even wrong results immediately. The problem must be removed from the system or the
shape must be computed by another method, if wrong or inaccurate results are found.
However, this cases will be very rare. The codes in chapter 3 that are using Gaussian
elimination are very reliable and they produce very good results most of the fabric
structures.
Conclusion
The two new java codes for perfoming the grid method (shape finding of fabric structure)
are very reliable, stable, accurate and efficient. They have both a better efficiency than
the Fortran code HLAY.FOR, which has the same stability and accurancy than the two
new java codes. The java code shapeApp.java (section 3.2) has the highest efficiency and
is the best method (in chapter 3) for finding tha shape of fabric structure.

CHAPTER 4
GRID-METHOD FOR FABRIC STRUCTURES
WITH EDGE CABLES
4.1 The Grid for a Fabric Structure with Edge Cable

The grid for a fabric structure with edge cable is a composition of a basic grid and the
edge cables. The fixed points of the fabric structure must be on a section of two or more
basic grid members. The edge cables and this parts of the basic grids that are surrounded
by the edge cables, create together the grid for the shape finding process of the fabric
structures with edge cables. All horizontal and vertical lines on the following sketch are
the members of the basic grid. The bending lines are the edge cables. The arrows point to
the fixed points (supports) of the fabric structure.

Figure 4.1

Sketch of a basic grid including edge cables

The grid of the fabric structure consists out of the edge cable and the parts of the
basic grid that are surrounded by the edge cable. Therefore we get the grid of the fabric
structure with edge cable as soon as we delete the parts of the basic grid that are not
surrounded by the edge cable.
The coordinates of the basic grid are known. The fixed points of the edge cables
are known as well. The coordinates of the fixed points must match with coordinated of
the basic grid. In other words, the fixed points must be exactly on a coordinates of the
section of two or more basic grid members. The function of the geometry of the edge
cable are determined by the equilibrium equations of the edge cables. However, we need
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to know the coordinates where the basic grid intersects the edge cables. The coordinates
of the points of intersection can be found by defining and solving quadratic equations.
More information about computing these coordinates and finding these quadratic
equation are in the later sections. The edge cables are modeled in the final grid for the
fabric structure by straight lines between these intersection points between basic grid and
edge cable.

Figure 4.2

Sketch of the grid of a fabric structures with edge cables

4.2

Definition of the Basic Grid

The basic grid exists out of equally spaced horizontal and vertical members. Therefore
only the amount of horizontal members, the amount of vertical members, the spacing
between the horizontal members and the spacing between the vertical members must be
determined. The complete basic grid is determined, once this four variables are known.
However, there are a few point that must be considerated when defining the basic grid.
First, all fixed points of the fabric structure match with a coordinate of the basic grid.
Therefore we have to choose a grid, where all fixed points of the fabric structure will hit a
coordinate of this basic grid. Second, the basic grid must cover the complete area of the
fabric structure.
The four variables that determine the basic grid are:
> dx = spacing between the vertical members in feet
> dy = spacing between the horizontal members in feet
> nx = amount of vertical members
> ny = amount of horizontal members
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The formula to compute the coordinates of the basic grid members are:

4.3 Plane Geometry of the Edge Cable
One major difference between the grid method for fabric structures with fixed boundaries
and the fabric structures with edge cables is the geometry of the horizontal grid, which is
the starting point for this method. The grid geometry for computing the shape of fabric
structure with fixed boundaries are completely determined. Only horizontal and vertical
members are used in this case and all members are carrying the same forces. The
coordinates of all members are already known. This is completely different in fabric
structures with edge cables. The forces and geometry of the edge cables are unknown.
Therefore the coordinates of the boundary nodes and the stresses in the boundary
members are unknown. The geometry of the horizontal grid for starting the grid method
is unknown, because the of the unknown boundary conditions. However, the grid method
cannot be performed without a determined geometry and static equilibrium of the
horizontal grid.
The geometry in which the edge cable is in static equilibrium must be determined
in order to determine the variables of the basic horizontal grid for perfonning the grid
method. It is enough to compute only the plane geometry of the edge cable, because only
the horizontal (2-D) coordinates of the edge cables are needed for the horizontal grid of
the fabric structure. This section shows how to compute the plane geometry of the edge
cables. An equal prespanned fabric is assumed, which to edge cables that are loaded by
an uniform load. This uniform load and the maximum deflection of the edge cable must
be chosen in order to compute the plane geometry of the edge cables. The geometry and
the stresses in the members of the horizontal grid can be computed easily, once the plane
geometry of the edge cable is known. All grid members which are not boundary members
are carrying the same stresses in order to model the equally prespanned fabric.
4.3.1 Loading of the Edge Cable
The start point of the grid method is the plane grid (structure) that is in horizontal
equilibrium. The stresses in the grid members are the equal in the complete structure,
with the exception of the boundary (edge) members. The edge members present the edge
cables while all other members present the fabric of the structure. We can assume exact
the same tension force in every part of the fabric, because all other members of the grid
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contain the same stresses. This means that the edge cable is loaded by a constant, vertical
load. This load reflects the equally pre-stressed fabric that is supported by the edge cable.
The following sketches shows the constant, vertical loading of the corresponding edge
cables, if a), and ay are the basic stresses (pre-stressed initial forces of the fabric):
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Static analysis of the edge cable:
The weight and the elongition of the cable can be neglected at this moment of the
analysis (grid method). However, these factors must be considered in the next steps of the
design process of fabric structures. The following equations describe the equilibrium
conditions, if the self-weight and elongition of the cable can be neglected. These
equations are used for the first design step (shape finding of fabric structure).
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4.3.2 Define the Geometry of the Edge Cables
Every edge cable has two fix supports. The geometry of this support point are known.
The coordinates of this determined edge points are declared in the following section as:
> Point one with the coordinate variables X1 and Yi
> Point two with the coordinate variables X2 and Y2
The coordinates of one more point are required to determine the function of the
edge cable geometry. The middle point of the cable span (half of the cable length) with
the maximum cable displacement third point that is chosen for the determination of the
cable geometry.
> One must choose the maximum cable displacement that is wanted. The
coordinates of the third point can be computed, once this maximum displacement
is known. The variable f represents the maximum cable displacement.
> The third point of the cable has the coordinate variables X1 and Y1
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If X2 is not equal to Xi ( s is not infinite ), then
• the maximum displacement f must be defined as a positive value, if the cable
deflects to the positive y-direction of the coordinate system
• the maximum displacement f must be defined as a negative value, if the cable
deflects to the negative y-direction of the coordinate system
is infinite ), then
If X2 = X1
• the maximum displacement f must be defined as a positive value, if the cable
deflects to the positive x-direction of the coordinate system
• the maximum displacement f must be defined as a negative value, if the cable
deflects to the negative x-direction of the coordinate system
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4.3.3 Computation of the Function y(x) and x(y) of the Edge Cable Geometry
Computation of the function y(x) of the edge cable geometry
Step one:
Solve the following linear equation system by Gaussian Elimination

Computation of the function x(y) of the edge cable geometry
Step one:
Solve the following linear equation system by Gaussian Elimination

4.4 Computation of the Intersection Between Edge Cable and Basic Grid
The intersection coordinates can be found by setting the function of the edge cable
geometry equal to coordinate of the basic grid members. There are two different kinds of
intersection coordinates. These two kinds of intersection coordinates are the crossing
points between edge cable and horizontal basic grid members, and the crossing points
between edge cable and vertical basic grid members.
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Intersection coordinates between edge cable and horizontal basic grid members
The y-coordinates of these intersection points are the known y-coordinates of the
horizontal basic grid members. The x-coordinates of these intersection points can be
found by setting the y-coordinates of the horizontal basic grid member equal to the
geometry function of the edge cable y(x). The result is a quadratic equation and the xcoordinates of the intersection points between horizontal basic grid members and edge
cable can be found by solving this equation.
Equations to compute the intersection coordinate (edge cable — horizontal basic
grid members):
Set y(x) equal to yh[iJ:

Solve the quadratic equation:

The intersection coordinate is:

the result can become ambiguous, if both above conditions are correct ( xh[iJ = s I
and xh[iJ = s2 ). The correct xh-coordinate can be found by hand in this case.
Note:

• xmin is the smallest value out of Xl, X2 and X3
• xmax is the greatest value out of Xl, X2 and X3

Intersection coordinates between edge cable and vertical basic grid members
The x-coordinates of these intersection points are the known x-coordinates of the
vertical basic grid members. The y-coordinates of these intersection points can be found
by setting the x-coordinates of the vertical basic grid member equal to the geometry
function of the edge cable x(y). The result is a quadratic equation and the y-coordinates
of the intersection points between vertical basic grid members and edge cable can be
found by solving this equation.
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Equations to compute the intersection coordinate (edge cable — vertical basic grid
members):

4.4.1 Java Code edgecableApp.java to Compute the (Plane) Boundary Coordinates

The boundary coordinates of the 2-D grid are nothing else as the coordinates of the
intersection points between the basic grid members and the edge cables. The following
Java code computes these boundary coordinates of the 2-D grid. The input values are
already included in this Java code and can be found (and chanced) at the beginning of the
code. The input must include the geometry of the basic grid and the geometry of the edge
cable. The geometry of the basic grid is determined in this program by the amount of
vertical grid members, amount of horizontal grid members, spacing between vertical
members and spacing between horizontal members. The geometry of the edge cable is
determined by the coordinates Y2 , Y2, X2 and X2, which are the coordinates of the two
fixed points at the end of the cable and the coordinates Y3 and X3, which are the
coordinates of the middle of the cable at the maximum displacement.
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Variables of the Java code:
dx = spacing between vertical members
nx = amount of vertical members

dy = spacing between horizontal members
ny = amount of horizontal members

4.4.2 Java Code edgecableApp.java
=> Java code of program edgecableApp.java is printed in APPENDIX B

4.4.3 Input for the Java Code edgecableApp.java
The input is already included in the Java code edgecableApp.java (as mentioned in
section 4.4.1) and is stated at the beginning of the code. The variables, which must be
defined in the input section, are dx, dy, nx, ny, y2, y2, y3, x 2, x2 and x3. These variables
are all declared static and they are global. These variables have to be defined inside the
code edgecableApp.java in order to perform a computation and check the code. Below is
the input that is used for to check the Java code edgecableApp.java. It is the original
section in the code that defines the grid of the fabric structure.
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Interpretation of this computation output

The investigated edge cable has 6 intersection points with the basic grid members. This
means that the 2-D grid has the following 6 boundary coordinates at this edge cable:

4.5 Computation of the Forces in the Boundary Members of the 2-D Grid
The computed coordinates of the boundary nodes (points of edge cable) and the earlier
defined basic grid determine together the grid for the fabric structure with edge cable.
The forces in the every grid member must be computed in order to use this grid for the
grid method. Therefore the initial forces in the prestressed basic grid members must be
defined first. The initial forces in the edge cables (boundary members) can be computed
as soon as the stresses in the basic grid members are known. The following steps are one
method to compute the forces in the boundary members (edge cables):
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The equation 4.35 is derived in section 4.3.1 (static analysis of the cable) and the
equation 4.36 reflects just the static equilibrium conditions (moment around the
second fixed point is equal to zero). The description of equation 4.37 can also be
found in section 4.3.2 (loading of the edge cable).
(4) convert the support forces H and V into one force in x-direction (Hx+Vx) and one
force in y-direction (Hy+Vy)

Interpretation of the results of this computation:

The shown method to compute the geometry of the 2D grid and the forces in the
boundary members (edge cables) are only an approach to the exact solution. This method
is based on a few assumptions to simplify the computation of the analysis. These
assumptions are leading to a few small errors and the results of the computation are not
the exact results. However, the accuracy of this method good enough for the shape
finding process of fabric structures and the errors are therefore negligible small. The
computed shape of the fabric structure using the described method are a very good
approach to get 3D model of the geometry of the fabric structure, which can be used to
start the static and dynamic analysis of the structure. The small errors that are included in
the shape of the fabric structure at this stage will be corrected by the following steps of
the design analysis of the fabric structure (static and dynamic analysis, patterning).
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Example computation for the cable forces of the edge cable in section 4.4.4
Computation of the uniform load:
It is assumed that the fabric is pre-stressed by an uniform tension forces of 200 Kips/foot
(line load). Therefore we get the following forces:

Computation of the forces in the basic grid members:
The formulas for the computation of the forces in the basic grid members can be found in
section 4.5 in step number (2):

Computation of the support forces V and H:

Convert support forces into one force in x-direction and one force in y-direction:
The support forces can be converted into one force in x-direction and one in y-direction
using the equation 4.38 and equation 4.39. We convert the support forces at node 2 of the
figure 4.8 (detail A of the sketch of the computed example edge cable):

Compute the forces in the single boundary members:
The equation 4.40, which uses the law of Pythagoras and a force triangle, are used
to compute the forces in the single boundary members. The sketch of the boundary
members in figure 4.8 shows the geometry of the computed edge cable. This loaded and
deflected edge cable is symmetric. The displacement of the node 2 is equal to the
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displacement of node 5 and the displacement of node 3 is equal to the displacement of
node 4. Therefore stresses in the edge cable are symmetric as well, which means that they
are on every side (on both halves) the same. In other words, the tension stress in member
2 is equal to the tension stress in member 5 and the tension stress in member 2 is equal to
the tension stress in member 4. This means that we only need to compute the forces in
one half of the boundary members. The other half of the boundary members have the
same stresses, because of the symmetry.

Note: The computed coordinates of the boundary members and the computed stresses in

the boundary members are only an approach. These are no exact results. However,
these results are accurate enough for the gird method (shape finding) for fabric
structures. The little errors will be corrected in the following design steps.
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4.7 Example Computation of a Fabric Structure with Edge Cable
The goal of this section is to perfonn an example computation of the shape of a fabric
structure with edge cable. The grid method is used for the shape finding for the fabric
structure in this example. This example computation performs the shape finding of the
below fabric structure with edge cables (figure 4.9) using grid method. The principles
that are explained in chapter 4 of this thesis are applied to handle to problem of the edge
cable (non-fixed boundaries). The goal of this example computation is to show the
practical usage of the grid method for shape finding of fabric structure with edge cable.

Figure 4.9

Grid of fabric structure with edge cable for example computation

Determine the geometry of the edge cables:

The geometry of the edge cables is defined by the coordinates of the two fixed
points (xl, yl, x2 and y2) and the maximum displacement f. The section 4.3.1 shows how
the coordinates of a third point (middle point of the edge cable) can be computed. The
definition of the maximum displacement f (positive or negative) and the equation for the
computation of the coordinates of the third point (x3 and y3) can be found in section
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4.3.1 of this thesis. The following list determines the coordinates of the fixed points, the
maximum displacement of the edge cable and shows the computed coordinates of the
middle point of the edge cable. This list defines the geometry of all four edge cables in
this example problem (fabric structure with edge cable).
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4.7.3 Computation of the Forces in the Members of the Plane Grid

The forces in the members of the plane (2D) grid are computed using the principles and
equations that are explained in section 4.5 (computation of the forces in boundary
members of the 2D grid). In this example the geometry and static in edge cable 2 is equal
to that in edge cable 3 and the geometry and static in edge cable 2 is equal to that in edge
cable 4. Therefore we need only to compute the forces in the members of edge cable 1
and 2 in order to determine the stresses in all boundary members. Note that the results
(member forces) are only an approach, which however are accurate enough for the shape
finding process of fabric structure in this case.

Computation of the uniform load:

It is assumed that the fabric is pre-stressed by an uniform tension forces of 200 Kips/foot
(line load). Therefore we get the following forces:

The uniform loading of the edge cable can be computed using equation 4.37:
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Convert support forces into one force in x-direction and one force in y-direction:
The support forces can be converted into one force in x-direction and one in ydirection using the equation 4.38 and equation 4.39. We convert the support forces of
edge cable 2 at node 25 and the support forces of edge cable 2 at node 36 into forces in xdirection and y-direction:

Compute the forces in the members of edge cable 2:
The loaded and deflected edge cable 1 is symmetric. Therefore stresses in the
edge cable are symmetric as well. In other words, the tension stress in member 21 is
equal to the tension stress in member 2 and the tension stress in member 20 is equal to the
tension stress in member 6. Therefore only the half of the members must be analyzed,
because the stresses in the members of the other half the edge cable 2 are the same.

Compute tension force in member 21:
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Compute the forces in the members of edge cable 2:

The stresses in the edge cable 2 are symmetric. This means that the stress in
member 37 is equal to the stress in member 59, the stress in member 38 is equal to the
stress in member 47 and the stress in member 45 is equal to the stress in member 46.
Therefore only the half of the members must be analyzed, because the stresses in the
members of the other half the edge cable 2 are the same.
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Compute the forces in the members of edge cable 3:

The stresses in the members of edge cable 3 are the same as in edge cable 2. In
other words, edge cable 2 = edge cable 3:

Compute the forces in the members of edge cable 4:

The stresses in the members of edge cable 3 are the same as in edge cable 2. In
other words, edge cable 2 = edge cable 2:

Forces in the grid members that define not edge cables:

The tension force inside the other grid members is 100 Kips in each member.
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mb[60] = 34;
mb[61] = 35;

me[60] = 36;
me[61] = 36;

f[60] = 100;
f[61] = 450.2;

// edge cable

// initialize the other arrays
for( int a = 1; a <= an; a++ )
v[a] = 0;
z[a] = 0;

tea]=0;
h[a] =0;
for ( int b = 1; b <= an; b++ )
A[a][b] = 0;

// input level of the fix points
v[2] = 200;
v[25] = 202;
v[22] = 102;
v[36] = 100;

4.7.5 Output of the Example Computation Using Code edgeshapeApp.java
Microsoft Windows XP [Version 5.1.2600]
(C) Copyright 1985-2002 Microsoft Corp.
CADocuments and Settings\ab52>javac edgeshapeApp.java
CADocuments and Settings\ab52>java edgeshapeApp
Generation of Grid was successful
Output of the Node-Coordinates:
Node 2
X = 4.0
Node 2
X=3.45
Node 3
X = 4.0
Node 4
X = 4.69
Node 5
X = 3.0
Node 6
2.73
Node 7
X = 3.0
Node 8
X=4.0
Node 9
X = 5.0

Y = 2.0

Z = 0.0

Y = 2.0

Z = 0.5327488249973934

Y = 2.0

Z = 0.4754092944211834

Y = 2.0

Z = 0.4956327319131333

Y = 2.73

Z = 0.9129690460518228

Y = 3.0

Z = 1.0854443372587053

Y=3.0

Z = 0.9962812264333219

Y = 3.0

Z = 0.8290737490053692

Y = 3.0

Z = 0.8601145305140818
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Figure 4.12 Shape of fabric structure with edge cable (result of computation)

CHAPTER 5
NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS OF FABRIC STRUCTURES
5.1 The Mathematical Methods to Perform a Nonlinear Analysis

The nonlinear equilibrium conditions of the fabric structures can be expressed in ordinary
differential equations. The nonlinear static (and dynamic) analysis of the fabric structures
is nothing else than solving these ordinary differential equations, which define the
nonlinear equilibrium conditions. There are several mathematical methods that can be
used to solve the system. Three of these methods are:

The principles of the mathematical methods Euler' s method (incremental solution) and
Newton's method (incremental solution) are explained in the following two sections.
Later in this chapter are explanations about how these principles are applied in the
nonlinear static analysis of the fabric structures. The combined incremental/iterative
method just combines these two methods and is therefore not extra explained in this
chapter.
5.1.1 The Principles of the Euler's Method (Incremental Solution)

The Euler' s method is easy to understand, apply and code up. The solution curve y(x) of
the differential equation y' = f(x;y) with the initial value y(x0) = yo can be computed for
incremental steps. The spacing between every step is equal to h. Therefore the solution
curve is computed at the following steps:

The y-values at these x-coordinates can be computed by the following approaches. The
computed y-values are only approximations and it must be proved, if the computed yvalues are accurate enough:
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The error of this computation can be estimated by the following equation:

It must be proved for every nonlinear analysis using Euler' s method, if the maximum
error can be neglected. A smaller step size must be used in order to get a more accurate
solution, if the error is too large.

5.1.2 The Principles of the Newton's Method (Iterative Solution)
The Newton's method solves a nonlinear equation system by linearizing the system. The
Newton's method solves the system by several iterative steps. Every step starts typically
at a given point xi and computes the new point xi+i using a created linearized system. The
computation leads to a result as soon as enough iteration steps are performed to get a
convergence of the system. It has to be proved, if the solution is accurate enough and the
error is small enough to be neglected. The Newton's method shows usually rapid
convergence.
Suppose we want to solve the following system of nonlinear equations using Newton's
method!

A few important points when using the Newton's method:
•

•

•

A good starting guess is needed. We usually can only find one on the basis of trial
and error. It is difficult to graph functions of more than one variable to
approximate a solution and obtain a reasonably good starting guess.
Lots of (partial) derivatives are needed. One variation is to update the iteration
system only every few steps or to used numerical derivatives to approximate the
iteration system
Another variation is to consider f 2 = g 2 = .... = 0 and use methods to minimize a
function of many variables, such as steepest decent or conjugate gradient.

5.2

Nonlinear Static Analysis of Fabric Structures

The reason for the need of a nonlinear static analysis when designing fabric structures
and the principles of the nonlinear static analysis is already argued in chapter 2.5 of this
thesis. The node displacement method is used to define the nonlinear equilibrium and the
computation of the fabric structure. The following equations describe the equilibrium
conditions using the displacement method for a nonlinear analysis of the fabric structure.
Nonlinear equations for static analysis of fabric structures:
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This nonlinear equation for the static analysis of fabric structures is now interpreted for a
typical member of a structure in order to show how the nonlinear analysis ,works. The
following sketch shows the typical member unloaded (A, B) and loaded (A, B). It defines
thp different variahlpc•
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( Equations 5.17)

K2 = - - K2 -ku4)
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/

where:

( Equations 5.15)

F = force in the typical member
1= length of the typical member

The geometrical stiffness matrix for a typical member is:
_
_
U1
0 0 0 0
1

F* 0
KGB =0
1

0

0 0
- 0 —2 0

—2 *

u2

( Equations 5.16)

Km
0
2 - _14B_

Derive elastic stiffness matrix KE, which defines the linear effects:

YA
B----*
P4

member

A
P2
______•,..

X
Figure 5.3

Linear effects of the elastic stiffness matrix
= A* E *(u —um)

K
2

KB =

( Equations 5.15)

1

A* E
1

where:

( Equations 5.17)

*(um—u1)

A = cross section area of the typical member
E = Young's module of the typical member
1= length of the typical member

The elastic stiffness matrix for a typical member is:

_

2 0 —1 0-

A* E * 0000 *
AKE = 1
—2 0 2 0
0 0 0 0_

K1

K2
Km

( Equations 5.19)
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5.3

Implementation of the Nonlinear Static Analysis

This section shows how to create the differential equations for the nonlinear static
analysis. These equations must be defined in correspondence to the mathematical method
that is used to solve the system of nonlinear equations. In the first part of this section the
differential equations are defined for the iterative solution. This system of nonlinear
equations can be solved by iterative mathematical methods. In the second part of this
section the differential equations are defined for the incremental solution. This system of
nonlinear equations can be solved by incremental mathematical methods.

5.4 Stiffness Properties of the FEM-Element of the Membrane
The triangular plane stress/strain finite element of Zienkiewicz is used to model the
membrane of the fabric structure. However, this plane stress/strain finite element for
itself is only a two dimensional result for the problem. This two dimensional result does
not include nonlinear effects, therefore a three dimensional finite element must be used.
The three dimensional finite element can be constructed using the plane stress/strain
finite element in connection with the rotation matrix.
The stiffness properties of the three dimensional finite element that is used to
model the membrane (fabric) are defined by two stiffness matrixes. One elastic stiffness
matrix represents that the linear effects of the fabric structure and one geometric stiffness
matrix represents that the nonlinear effects of the fabric structure.
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Geometric Stiffness Matrix
The geometric stiffness matrix of the 3D finite element has a nonlinear out-of-plane
stiffness component. Therefore the rotations of the three dimensional finite element must
be considered in the nonlinear case. The variables of the out-of-plane rotation of a plane
finite element are shown in the sketch below.

Figure 5.5

Out-of-plane rotations of plane finite element
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The geometric stiffness matrix of a plane stress/strain finite element without out-of-plane
rotations is the same for linear and nonlinear cases. It should be clear that the geometric
stiffness matrix of the three dimensional finite element is nothing else as the geometric
stiffness matrix of the plane stress/strain finite element (without rotations) added with a
matrix that renresents the effects of the out-of-nlane rotations.

This geometrical stiffness matrix includes the nonlinear geometric effects of the
membrane of fabric structures. This geometrical stiffness matrix describes, together with
the earlier defined elastic stiffness matrix, the stiffness properties of the 3D finite element
of a membrane. The elastic stiffness matrix and the geometrical stiffness matrix, which
are defined in chapter 5.7, are the foundation for the nonlinear static analysis of fabric
structures.
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